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Computer-assisted image-based
risk analysis and planning in lung
surgery - a review
Stefan Krass1*, Bianca Lassen-Schmidt1 and Andrea Schenk1,2

1Fraunhofer Institute for Digital Medicine MEVIS, Bremen, Germany, 2Department of Diagnostic and
Interventional Radiology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Germany

In this paper, we give an overview on current trends in computer-assisted
image-based methods for risk analysis and planning in lung surgery and
present our own developments with a focus on computed tomography (CT)
based algorithms and applications. The methods combine heuristic,
knowledge based image processing algorithms for segmentation,
quantification and visualization based on CT images of the lung. Impact for
lung surgery is discussed regarding risk assessment, quantitative assessment
of resection strategies, and surgical guiding. In perspective, we discuss the
role of deep-learning based AI methods for further improvements.
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Introduction

Computational image-based surgical planning and risk analysis has been the subject

of research during the last decades. Different approaches were developed in particular for

brain, lung and liver surgery. For lung surgery, different imaging modalities, e.g.

fluorescence bronchoscopic technique (1), as well as a variety of other devices (2)

exist. In this paper, we concentrate on CT-based modelling of the patient individual

lung morphology combined with quantification and visualization methods to support

thoracic surgeons prior and during surgical interventions.

Chen-Yoshikawa et al. (3) give an overview about current trends in thoracic surgery

and present, among other topics, the current role of CT-based image analysis and

modeling for planning and risk analysis in thoracic surgery. They still see a limitation

in the complexity in manipulating the discussed software systems. Matsumoto et al.

(4) compare different software programs for the visualization of anatomical lung

structures based on volume and surface rendering. They concluded that the generated

three-dimensional (3D) images facilitate a better understanding of anatomic

structures. They also see a lack in accuracy in subsegmental blood vessels compared

to intraoperative findings. Ikeda et al. (5) outline the importance of knowledge about

the anatomy prior and during surgery, in particular for video-assisted throracoscopic

surgery (VATS) and evaluate a particular software system (Synapse Vincent, Fuji Film

Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). They discuss in particular the role of 3D image analysis for

the knowledge of the patient individual blood vessel structure and see impact on

safety and education. Nia et al. (6) use this system for preoperative planning and

guiding of video-assisted surgery and conclude that preoperative planning with
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interactive 3D CT reconstruction is useful to prepare a surgeon

with knowledge on specific anatomic variations. They also

demonstrate the feasibility of intraoperative 3D guidance in

VATS. Also (7) retrospectively evaluated the impact of 3D

modeling of the pulmonary vessels on lung resection. They

focused on robotic interventions and emphasize the

improvement of confidence of the surgeon in recognizing

anatomical structures and the appreciation of pulmonary

artery variations.

Chen et al. (8) describe the role of computed-tomography

based reconstruction of the lung morphology as a basis for

further applications of virtual and augmented reality. They

demonstrate the ability to segment vessels and bronchi as well

as the tumor (incl. safety margin) based on CT data with the

commercial workstation Ziostation (Amin, Inc., Tokyo,

Japan). Based on the same techniques, Iwano et al. (9)

demonstrated the impact on segmentectomy of the lung.

In Tokuno et al. (10), a new approach for virtual anatomic

reconstruction was presented, that considers the deformation of

the lung during the intervention. Lesage et al. (11) evaluated the

use of modeling of pneumothorax to predict the tumor

localization during minimal invasive surgery based on a

preoperative CT scan.

Sortini et al (12) give an overview on intra-thoracoscopic

localization techniques to improve the detectability of smaller

pulmonary nodules during intervention. The review describes

a variety of different invasive peroperative techniques like

radioguiding vital dyes, and hook wires. They conclude that

there is no superiority of one specific technique but see

advantages of ultrasound guidance compared to invasive

techniques due to reduced complications.

Strength and limitations: The work presented in this paper

emphasizes the importance of explicit segmentation of

anatomical structures of the lung in computed tomographic

images followed by quantification algorithms and adequate

visualization techniques to support the thoracic surgeon. In

contrast to methods that purely rely on volume rendering

techniques, this explicit segmentation allows for

quantification-based risk analysis, as will be shown later. First

methods for the determination of bronchopulmonary

segments based on CT were described 2000 by Krass et al.

(13) and subsequently validated by Böhm et al. (14). Using

this approach, methods for functional analysis of lungs, lung

lobes, and bronchopulmonary segments where developed by

Kuhnigk et al. (15).
FIGURE 1

CT-based segmentation of a tumor in relation to the bronchial tree.
Methods

Segmentation

Based on lung CT data, we have developed methods for the

segmentation of even complex tumors in the lung, methods for
Frontiers in Surgery 02
the segmentation and labeling of the bronchial tree, for the

pulmonary vessel system, and, what is expected to be

important for anatomic resection strategies, the determination

of bronchopulmonary lobes and segments. Related work will

be found within the respective cited literature.

Tumor segmentation
Tumors are segmented with a semi-automated algorithm

that calculates, after an interactive selection of the tumor

position, the borders of the tumor based on morphological

assumptions. Adjacent vessels are automatically excluded from

the segmentation result. The tumor segmentation is robust

even in complex anatomical regions, but still needs an

interactive selected starting point within the tumor. Figure 1

shows an example of a segmented tumor. The methods – as

well as related work - are described in more detail in Kuhnigk

et al. (16).

Bronchial tree
An adaptive region growing method initially proposed by

Selle et al. (17) for liver vessels is used for the segmentation

of the bronchial tree. It automatically adapts the segmentation

threshold with the increase of the segmented airways. For

details, we refer to Zidowitz et al. (18) and Schmidt et al.

(19). In Figure 2 the result of a CT-based airway

segmentation is shown. The algorithm also enables fully

automated labeling of the bronchi according to their affiliation

with the individual bronchopulmonary lobes.

Blood vessels
Due to the high contrast, segmentation of blood vessels can

be done using a conventional 3D region growing algorithm.

This fully automated approach includes an automatic
frontiersin.org
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detection of seed points in the hilum region (15). The

segmentation of blood vessels within the lungs is not able to

differentiate between pulmonary arteries and veins. The

method was part of the “VESSEL 12” challenge (VESsel

SEgmentation in the Lung 2012) (20) that was closed in

November 2019 and is still on rank two among 31

submissions. A separation of pulmonary veins and arteries

was achieved by an additional interaction by marking specific

points in veins and arteries. A result of the overall procedure

is shown in Figure 3.
FIGURE 2

Bronchial tree with automatically identified lobe bronchi.

FIGURE 3

Pulmonary arteries and veins in relation to bronchial tree.
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Lobes and segments
Lobar boundaries are detected by a hybrid approach that

generates a cost image based on the absence or rareness of

larger blood vessels adjacent to the boundary, and an original

image, where segmented blood vessels are removed (15). This

approach was expanded by Lassen-Schmidt et al. (21) who

also included an explicit segmentation of the pulmonary

fissures (see Figure 4) (22). This method participated in an

international challenge (LOLA11, LObe and Lung Analysis

2011) (23), where it was ranked first at the time of the challenge.

The original approach for segmentation of pulmonary

segments (13) was based on the segmented bronchial tree and

therefore limited in accuracy. Validation studies yield an

accuracy of volumetric overlap between segmentation and

ground truth of approxemately 80%. A sufficient

determination of the borders of pulmonary segments is not

possible with this method. Therefore, Stöcker et al. proposed a

segment segmentation, that is based on pulmonary arteries,

and achieved an accuracy of 2–3 mm compared to

groundtruth for the localization of segment boundaries

computed by the pulmonary artery-based method (23). A

result of this segment approximation based on CT data is

shown in Figure 5.
Quantification

Using segmentations, the quantification of a variety of

measures which may assist planning or clinical decision

support become possible: tumor volume, tumor distances – to

lobe or segmental borders, but also to the different

bifurcations of the bronchial tree. Furthermore, based on the

lobe and segment segmentation, it is not only possible to

determine the volume of each individual anatomic unit of the

lung, but it also enables the computation of CT parameters,

that characterize the morphology and function of the

parenchyma – like mean lung density or emphysema index.

These quantification methods, which rely strongly on explicit

segmentation of morphologic structures of the lung, are a

prerequisite for risk analysis prior to lung surgery.
Tumor morphology
Tumor volume quantification is possible on the basis of the

segmentation. The algorithm takes also into account partial

volume effects at the boundary of the tumor. This is of

particular importance with smaller tumors, where border

voxels account for more than 50% of the total volume. More

details about the volumetric method can be found in (16).

Beside tumor volume, quantification of tumor distances to

specific anatomic landmarks is possible based on the

segmented lung morphology. In particular distances to

carina and to lobe and segment borders are of prognostic
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 4

Automatically identified lung lobes.

FIGURE 5

Identified bronchopulmonary segments.

FIGURE 6

Safety margin between tumor and segment border.
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value for tumor resection and allow for infiltration risk

assessment related to different resection strategies - like lobe

resection vs. (bi-)segmentectomy. The methods and

application for distance-based risk analysis are described in

detail in (24, 25). Figure 6 shows an example of a tumor

safety margin in relation to the boundary of a

brochopulmary segment. Quantification of distance between

tumor and segment border is demonstrated in Figure 7. Use

of pulmonary arteries instead the bronchial tree for the

identification of bronchopulmonary segment boarders is

essential. Even with this bronchopulmonary segment

boarders are identified with an accuracy of about 2 mm. Part
Frontiers in Surgery 04
of future work is the incorporation of pulmonary veins, that

often are located between segment boarders.

Lobe and segment-based quantification
Based on the segmentation of pulmonary lobes and

segments, the calculation of quantitative CT parameters, like

volume, volume percentage, mean lung density, percentiles,

and low – as well as – high attenuation values become

possible for each anatomical lung unit. This allows for a

differentiated analysis of lung structure. Figure 8 shows an

example of lobe-based quantification of lung CT parameters.
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FIGURE 7

Distance between tumor and segment border (2 mm).

FIGURE 8

Lobe based functional CT parameters.

FIGURE 9

Visualization of segmented bronchi, lobe borders and tumor.

FIGURE 10

Visualization of segmented bronchopulmonary borders and
emphysematous regions.
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Visualization

The segmentation of lung structures in CT images enables

a highly selective visualization of the lung morphology,

e. g. bronchopulmonary lobes, bronchial tree and tumor or

extended emphysema in specific lobes. This supports the surgeons

in the planning phase prior to, as well as during, the intervention

as a guiding tool (26). Figure 9 demonstrates the selective

visualization of lung lobe borders, tumor and bronchi.
Frontiers in Surgery 05
In Figure 10, the relation between emphysematous regions and

lung lobes is visualized.

The visualization of segmented structures as opaque or

semi-transparent surface renderings is also directly suited for

display in augmented and virtual reality devices. It can be

combined with basic direct volume renderings of the CT data,

as shown, e.g., for the bones in Figure 9. Using recent fast

approaches of direct volume rendering like adaptive

volumetric illumination sampling (AVIS) (27), a highly

realistic visualization of the lung and it structures becomes
frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 11

AVIS rendering technique.

FIGURE 12

Determination of distance between tumor and resection cutting
point of bronchial tree: 51 mm.
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feasible (Figure 11), even for augmented reality devices that

may support the surgeon in the operation room.
Expected impact for lung surgery

Impact of computer-assistance for lung surgery is expected

within the three categories: general operability, resection

strategy, and surgical planning and guidance. These three

categories will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Operability

There are two prominent limitations for the operability of a

patient. One is the expected remaining lung function after

resections, the other limitation is the probability of tumor

infiltration in larger adjacent lung structures like blood vessels

or pericardium.

An estimation of postoperative lung function is often

performed using 2D projection scintigraphy. With this

additional invasive method, 3D information is not available.

In contrast, CT-based quantification of remaining volumes of

the lung parenchyma combined with lobe-based quantification

of CT parameters like mean lung density, emphysema index,

emphysema classification and fibrosis index may allow for a

better prognosis of post-operative lung function. The

determination of CT parameters is described in (28), the

approximation of post-operative lung function in (15).
Frontiers in Surgery 06
The direct diagnosis of tumor infiltration into neighboring

structures is challenging and often not possible purely based

on CT data. Nevertheless, the distance between tumor border

and adjacent structures could indicate the infiltration

probability. Limmer et al. (29, 30) show surgical examples,

where CT-based morphologic features allow for the estimation

of infiltration probability.
Resection strategy

The second expected impact of computer-assistance for

thoracic surgery is the support for choosing an adequate

resection strategy for an individual patient. A combination of

quantitative morphological parameters - like size and form of

tumor, distance to carina and lobe bronchus, or spatial

relationships to lobes and segments, combined with functional

quantitative CT parameters, can impact decision making

regarding resection strategies like lobectomy, segmentectomy

or bi-segmentectomy. This refers to different extents of

resections, but also to different surgical techniques (31, 32).

Key parameters for the planning of segment resections are

tumor size, distance to segment border, distance to the

arterial and bronchial cutting point, and safety margins (for

example visualizations see Figures 6, 7, 12).
Surgical planning and guidance

The third expected impact on thoracic surgery is based on

visualization techniques and should help the surgeon via

image-based guidance. Examples are the visualization of
frontiersin.org
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pulmonary metastasis which can guide the surgeon during

metastatic surgery or the visualization of a central tumor in

relation to bronchi and pulmonary vessel systems in particular

for video-assisted throracoscopic surgery (26, 29).
Commonalities with liver surgery
planning

Some approaches for surgical planning and risk analysis for

lung share commonalities with liver surgical planning.

Therefore, we also give a short review over related methods to

support liver surgery in oncological cases as well as in living

donor liver transplantation.

As for lung surgery, the first step is the segmentation of

basic anatomic, pathologic and potential risk structures from

contrast-enhanced CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

data. For liver, these structures are the organ itself, the

hepatic vessel systems of liver artery, portal vein, and hepatic

vein as well as lesions in case of planning for oncologic

surgery. Bile ducts can be segmented and integrated if they

were imaged using a particular contrast agent (Iotroxic Acid;

limited availability) or additional image sequences (e.g.

magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography, MRCP).

Segmentation of the liver and hepatic lesions has recently

switched from using established image analysis methods to

deep learning approaches [e.g. (33, 34)]. A fact which was

also confirmed by the international LiTS (Liver Tumor

Segmentation) challenge in 2017 (35, 36) where all

algorithms that placed in the top 10 used deep neural

networks. Vessel segmentations are still a matter of

traditional image processing approaches using a region

growing step (e.g. 17, 37), but first deep learning networks

have also been presented for this task (38, 39).

Risk analysis and planning for liver surgery is typically

based on perfusion and drainage territories and their

combination with virtual resections. Perfusion territories can

be a schematic division of the liver according to the

Couinaud segments (40) and can be transferred using

landmarks or applying a DL network, but can alternatively

and more precisely be computed from the individual

branches of the portal vein system (e.g. 17). Drainage

territories estimated from the hepatic vein branches can be

of great importance in particular for major resections such

as extended hemi-hepatectomies and in living donor liver

transplantations. Studies have shown that computer-assisted

surgical planning and risk analysis can change surgery in

about one third of complex cases when compared to

conventional surgical planning (41, 42). In these challenging

surgical cases, not only liver volume but also hepatic

function plays an important role and combinations thereof

can further improve the preoperative risk analysis and

outcome prediction (43).
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Current work and outlook

The acceptance of the presented methods in clinical routine

relies on the grade of automation and robustness with regard to

different image types for the processing of the CT images. The

effort to achieve the desired image processing results should be

feasible regarding time and interaction. For currently used

heuristic, knowledge-based methods, there is a highly grade of

automation for segmenting bronchi, lungs, lobes and tumors.

However, automatic segmentation of lungs and lobes in cases

where the patients suffer from lung infiltration is limited.

Also, the separate segmentation of pulmonary arteries and

veins is a tedious task. The change of paradigms in medical

image computing that took place during recent years in the

transition from heuristic, knowledge-based algorithms to deep

learning methods gives a chance to enhance automation and

adaption to different image data types, as well as apply these

approaches for more complex procedures which were beyond

the previous methods.. With this the clinical uptake of new

methods could be far quicker and easier than before.

In (44), a broad overview over the developments in

computer analysis in chest imaging during the last decades is

given. The author describes the transition to deep learning-

based algorithms. Examples are presented for airway and

fissure segmentation, nodule detections and classification.

Deep convolutional networks are seen as the technique of

choice for image analysis. Proper implementation of software

for building and training such networks is emphasized. A

review on deep learning based structural and functional

analysis across a variety of lung imaging modalities is given in

(45). The authors give an overview of the deep learning

research literature with regard to lung image analysis

applications. Lassen-Schmidt et al. (46) present the automatic

segmentation of the pulmonary lobes with a 3D u-net and

optimized loss function.

There are several advantages of deep learning-based

methods over knowledge-based algorithms. Deep learning

networks learn from data characteristics that maybe difficult

to recognize by humans. Adaptions of models to different

scanners, resolutions and contrast agents are easier to

perform, because new data can be included into the training

set or added by transfer learning. If annotated data exist, also

the segmentation of new structures is applicable and faster

compared to classical heuristic approaches.

Drawbacks are the need of a powerful hardware

infrastructure for the training of the algorithms. Of significant

importance is the need of a large number of datasets

including respective annotation which, at present, limits the

development of deep learning-based algorithms. A third

drawback may be the risk of overfitting if the training datasets

do not cover the variety of anatomical variations and

differences in imaging techniques and in the routine data to

which the algorithm is later applied.
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For image-based planning and risk analysis in lung

surgery, we anticipate that in the short term deep

learning-based methods applied to an automated

separation of pulmonary veins and arteries and a more

robust lung and lobe segmentation in high pathological

cases will be impactful.
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